By DaQuan Proctor, Heather Weiss, and Sergio Neal

On Friday, May 29, the Project Search Smithsonian program had a social event with Project Search NIH program and Project SEARCH Montgomery County. It was a kickball event at Stratton Park in Bethesda, MD. The interns of PSSI got to meet and chat with the interns of NIH and MC. We ate lunch together and had time to chat before starting the kickball game.

Everyone had a fun day playing kickball. There were two teams, both a mixture of PSSI, MC, and NIH interns. Even though it was a hot day, everyone drank cold refreshing water and lemonade to stay cool. We all cleaned up after the kickball game and we went home. Everyone had fun that day.
A Trip to Safeway!

By DaQuan Proctor, Heather Weiss, and Sergio Neal

The interns of PSSI went on a trip to Safeway. The interns went there to get Safeway bonus cards. We got there by using the metro train to get to the Safeway near Waterfront Station.

We went to the customer service desk and asked for Safeway bonus cards from one of the employees. The employee gave us an application form for the Safeway bonus cards.

After we finished the application, we handed it back to the employee & got our Safeway bonus cards. Whenever we go grocery shopping in Safeway, we can now use our Safeway bonus card. Also, if we want to get bonus card from Giant, CVS, or another store that gives out bonus cards, we will know what to do in that situation by ourselves.

The PSSI SHAPE Walkers

By Tony Scott

On Thursday, May 21st, we participated in the spring SHAPE Walk around the Mall. It was fascinating and very cool to walk 3 miles from the Washington Monument to the Lincoln Memorial and back. Half of the group took a group picture at the top of the Lincoln Memorial. The other half took a picture with the Washington Monument in the background. We even saw a man throwing a bucket in the reflecting pool to scare the ducks away. Unfortunately, it was a cold and very rainy day. BUT, we stuck together as a group and did not leave anyone behind. We hope in the future that everyone gets the chance to participate in the SHAPE Walk. It is a really great way to get exercise and to see new places and new faces.
PSSI Interns Hard at Work!
Ivymount Graduation: Congratulations, Donnell, Chanel, DaQuan, Tony, and Nathan!

PSSI CARTOON

The SEARCH BOX News #3; “PSSI Done, Summer’s Begun”

Hello and welcome back to our final edition of the SEARCH BOX News. I am Tania Wannabegy, your anchor lady of the day. And here, for all things exciting for interns and teachers galore, here’s:

Congratulations

Tony Surgo, with Ava Chanel, saying good luck to our PSSI interns...

...and be careful for your job options, have a happy summer everyday and... 1, 2, 3, 4...

Thanks Tony and Ava, as for the intern that are coming soon, take the time to rest at the day good times, not the time to make your work day easy!

The Answers: Productive day

Until then, this is Tania Wannabegy saying hopefully,
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